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The computation f the minimum distance for q-nary cyclic AN-codes i  treated 
in a systematic manner. By means of a new method expressions are obtained for the 
minimum distance in many of different cases. This includes everal known results 
as well as some new ones. The weight distribution problem ay be solved the same 
way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is an extended version of Chapter 4 in the author's hitherto 
unpublished thesis (Ecker (1976)). Depending on results obtained by Clark 
and Liang (1973, 1974) (which independently were also found by Boyarinov 
and Kabatyanskii (1975), but were unknown to me at that time) techniques 
are given to compute the minimum distance for some special classes of 
cyclic AN-codes. This is achived in Part I of our paper by methods of 
elementary number theory that are not so well known. Therefore we decided 
to include in Section 3 a short review on that subject. In the binary case 
most of the theory given in this paper can be found in the Ph.D. thesis of 
Tsao-Wu (1968). The mathematical methods used are quite different from 
ours, 
2. REVIEW OF MAIN RESULTS ON CYCLIC AN-CODES 
It should be emphasized that in this review we mainly refer to Clark and 
Liang (1974, 1976). 
In what follows Z denotes the ring of integers and Z~t the ring of residues 
modulo M (34 > 1). Any a E Z has a unique q-nary or radix-q (q C Z, q > 1) 
representation f the form 
a = :t:(atq t + ... + a lq  + ao), 
(a) 
O<~ai<~q, a iCZ ( i=O,  1 ..... l). 
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Likewise a may be represented in form (R) with 0 ~< lai] < q; this is called a 
weak q-nary representation of a. Such a representation will no longer be 
unique. We define the weight of any weak q-nary representation f a as the 
number of nonzero coefficients in that representation. If the representation is 
chosen such that the number of a i 4= 0 is minimal we call that representation 
a minimal weak radix-q representation. We define the arithmetic weight 
W(a) of a (relative to q) to be the number of a i 4= 0 in any minimal radix-q 
representation f a. It is quite natural to define on Z M the modular arithmetic 
weight (q is assumed to be fixed) WM(a), 5 ~ ZM, 5 = {b ] b ~- a(mod M)} 
relative to M: 
Wu(6 ) = Min{ W(b) I b ~ a}. 
Define on Z d(a, b) = W(a - b) (a, b E Z) and on Z~ d~(& b) = WM(d -- 6) 
(G 17 E Z~t ). Then d is a metric on Z and d~ likewise defines a metric on Z~. 
First of all one is interested in getting a "canonical" minimal q-radix 
representation; that means a unique weak q-nary representation such that the 
weight of an integer in this representation is just equal to the arithmetic 
weight. Different canonical forms are known (see Clark and Liang (1973), 
Boyarinov (1975)); e.g., Boyarinov proved that for every a E Z a canonical 
weak radix-q representation exists such that 
(1) i fa i<0thena i+~=0;  
(2) if a i_- - - l (mod q), then ai_ 1 = 0 (a_  1 = 0 by definition). 
We now always take M=ql - -1 ,  where q> 1 and l> 1. A cyclicAN- 
code with generator g will be defined as an ideal (~) in the ring Z~, where 
g I M. We use the notation m = M/g. Dm~  the minimal code distance of that 
cyclic code is defined as 
Dmi n = Min{dM(~, 37) [:?, yE  (g);)54=2}. 
Of course, Dmi n = Min{ WM(ff ) I x C (g), 2 :/: 0}. 
If all Y C (g), 2 :/: 13 have equal weight the code is called equidistant. 
An easy but important consequence of our definition of W M is the next 
lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1, Let M = ql _ 1 (l > 1); then WM(6 ) = WM(q" d). 
Let R~(c/) be the least integer x --- a(mod M) with 0 ~ x < M (instead of 
RM(d ) we always write RM(a)). From the definition of modular weight we 
cannot see how to compute WM(6 ). In fact the concept of modular weight 
was introduced by Rao and Garcia (1971) in a different way: 
WM(6) = Min{ W(RM(a)), W(M -- RM(a))}. 
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It can be shown that in case M- -q t -  1 the apparently different definitions 
of modular weight coincide. There is still another way of computing the 
modular weight WM(ff ), which is given by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  6 C Z M and M = q~ -- 1 (l > 1), then WM(5 ) is equal tO 
the number of i such that i = O, 1 ..... l - 1 and 
( ] ~q • 
Theorem 2.1 is a fundamental tool for the Dmi n computation. We next 
draw some conclusions. 
LEMMA 2.2. The modular weight of 6 = x • g ~ ( ~) c Z M and M = m • g 
is equal to the number of i such that i :  O, 1 ..... I -  1 and 
, q =Mg.  
Remark. Instead of taking the interval (-, .] in Theorem 2.1 one could 
also take [., .), as is easy to see. In Lemma 2.2 the same remark holds and 
under assumption (x, m) = d one has with x = x' • d 
Rm(qix) E Mg ¢> Rm/a(qix ') ~ Mg/d 
(__d(m m ] 
q+ 1)'q" d(q + 1) 
Now we observe that c]E Z i is an element of Z*  the group of invertible 
elements (units) of Z M (dE  Z*~(a ,M)= 1). Then qCZ*  generates a
cyclic group C~ ~ Z*  and a group C~ = C~ (-C~). Both groups act on the 
ideal (g) by multiplication (what concerns group actions on sets or groups 
we refer to the recent book of Rose (1978)). The ideal (g) is partitioned into 
orbits of C~(C~) and from Lemma 2.1 we see that all elements of an orbit 
have equal modular weight. Instead of looking at (~) and its orbits we can 
prove from m • g = M that this is equivalent o the study of Zm, where C~- 
now denotes the cyclic groups generated by c7 E Z*.  It is easy to describe the 
orbit structure of Z m with C~ acting on it. Instead of writing C~, C'~ we will 
write Cq, Cq in what follows, and if there is no danger of ambiguity, a 
instead of d. 
LEMMA 2.3. To each divisor d im there corresponds a set of 
o(m/d)/ogq(m/d) Cq orbits each of  length e%(m/d) (~(.) is the Euler totient 
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function; tnq(m/d) denotes the multiplicative order of q modulo m/d, that 
means the least integer k with qk _= l(mod re~d)). There are exactly 
q)(m/d) tp(d) 
o~ q(m/d) (.O q(d) dim dim 
Cq orbits (e%(1)= 1). 
From this we obtain a method to compute Dmi n that sometimes works. 
First one has to determine the lattice L(m) of divisors of m. If d I m we then 
have n = ~o(m/d)/~%(m/d) Cq orbits of length ~oo(m/d ). Next assume we got a 
set of representatives {x I ..... xn} one x i ( i=  1 ..... n) from each orbit. We 
define (x any integer): 
C(x) = {Rm(qix) l i = O, 1 ..... 1 -- 1} 
and 
v(d)=Min  t ,C(x i )~Mgl ,  l 1 w q(m/d) i= 1 ..... n . 
v(.) is an integer-valued function on L(m). To get Dmi n take the minimum of 
v(.) on L(m)\{m}: 
Dmi . ---- Min{v(d) l d [ m, dvam}. 
This is quite clear from what we said above. A likewise "easy" computation 
of Dmi n can be expected if there are for each d I m only a few orbits. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let m = l-[i P7 ~, Pi primes, Z*  = Cq or equivalent Z*  
consists of one orbit of Cq if and only if one of the following conditions is 
fulfilled: ((., .) means g.c.d.) 
(1) m =p~ .p~2 (Pl,  P~ odd primes). 
(a) q is a primitive root modulo PT' (i = 1, 2), (~o(pT'), ~o(p~2)) = 2 and 
one of p i ~- l (mod 4), 
or  
(b) q is a primitive root modulo p~2, 
(~0(p~1)/2, ~0(p~2)) = 1, c%(pT') -- ~o(p7')/2. 
(2) re=p"  (p > 2). 
(a) q is a primitive root modulo p", or 
(b) o~q(p") = q~(p")/2 and p-  -1  (rood 4). 
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or  
(3) q is odd. 
(a) m = 2ml and m I satisfies condition (2), or 
(b) m = 2 n, n > 2 and 60q(2 n) = 2 n-2. 
(4) m = 4p"; p and q are odd. 
(a) q is a primitive root modulo p" and q --- 1 (mod 4), or 
(b) q is a primitive root modulo p", p =- l(mod 4) and q =- - l (mod 4), 
(c) COq(p") = ~0(p")/2 andp =- - l (mod 4). 
A proof of Theorem 2.2 may be given along the following lines of 
reasoning: If q is a primitive root modulo m we are done. Else Z* consists of 
one Cq-orbit if and only if there are two Cq-orbits and -1  ~ Cq. Then the 
next two lemmas provide the main tools to prove the remaining cases in 
Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let p denote an odd prime and r = oJq(m). 
(a) -1  E Cq ¢> qr/2 _ -1  (mod m). 
(b) I fm=p"  (n>~ 1) then -1C  Cqc~,2lr 
(c) I f  m = ml . mz and (ml, m2) = 1 then ¢nq(m) = (coq(ml), ogq(m2) ), 
where (.,.~ means 1.c.m. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let m = 2" (n >/4), then O9q(2 n) = 2 "-2 if and only if 
q -- 3, 5 (mod 8). 
If q is a primitive root modulo m then IC(x)~ Mgl is just the number of 
totatives of m/d, where d = (x, m), contained in Mg/d. If there are two Cq 
orbits and -1  q~Cq Lemma2.6 says that IC (x )~Mg t is just half of the 
number of totatives of m/d contained in Mg/d. 
LEMMA 2.6. IC(x)~Mgl  = IC(x')~Mg! with x '=-x .  
As can be seen from this it is essential in our approach to study the 
distribution of totatives. 
Remark. Theorem2.2 is taken from Boyarinov and Kabatyanskii 
(1975), where instead of (4a, b) q is assumed to be a primitive root modulo 
p" and p~- l (mod4) .  Consider the example m=4.7  and q=5 (5 is a 
primitive root modulo 7) but 5 ~ 1 (rood 4), 7 ~ 1 (mod 4), 56 _ 1 (mod 28) 
and an easy computation shows that C'~ = Z* 8. 
If q=2 (binary case) then because of (m,q)=l  m must be an odd 
number and Theorem 2.2 is shortened in its size to (1) and (2). 
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3. DISTRIBUTION OF TOTATIVES 
N denotes a given positive integer. 
The o(N) positive integers ~<N and relatively prime to N are called the 
totatives of N. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Lehmer (1955), Erd6s (1958)). Let N>k>l  be 
integers. The totatives of N are k-uniform distributed (k-u.d.) if 
q~(k, j  N) - q~(N) k (0 ~ j < k), 
where ~0(k, j  N) is the number of totatives of N in the interval 
[J,kN (j+ l ) .m]  
k 
The property that the totatives of N are k-u.d, is usually written T(n, k) (a 
necessary condition is k I 0(N)). It is clear that (j. N)/k (0 <~ j < k) even if 
an integer will never be a totative of N. With this in mind one may take 
instead of the closed interval [( j .  N)/k, ((j+ 1). N)/k] an open or half- 
open interval of that kind. The next simple observation is important in all 
investigations concerning the distribution of totatives. 
THEOREM 3.1. If X >/0 is a real number and ~o(x, N) the number of 
integers less than or equal to x and relative prime to N, we have 
and 
N) 
=Ix] 
diN 
diN 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer ~<x and ~t the Mdbius function. 
Theorem 3.1 is Exercise 9 in Chapter 2 of Apostol (1976). 
THEOREM 3.2. T(N, k) holds if and only if 
~ /.t(d) [ N . j ] (o(N) ~IN ~ =--T-  "j 
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or  
\" g(d)- 1~7_~_ IN.J =0 (1) 
diN 
for all j = O, 1, 2 ..... k - I and {x} = x - [x] the fractional part of x (x a real 
number). 
Proof From Theorem 3.1 we get 
q~(N.j/k,N)= ~ g(d). ~ ; 
diN 
together with Definition 3.1 the first assertion is now quite clear. We use 
q~(N) = ~drNlZ(d) " N/d to obtain formula (1). Theorem 3.2, especially (1), is 
a discrete form of Weyl's criterion for unifoi'm distribution of sequences ( ee 
Kuipers and Niederreiter (1974)). 
The following theorems are more or less simple consequences of 
Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Lehmer). I f  there is any prime number p iN  and 
p _= 1 (mod k), then T(N, k). 
THEOREM 3.4 (Lehmer). I f  k ~ IN, then T(N, k). 
DEFINITION 3.2 (Lehmer). An integer N is called k-exceptional (k~ex) if 
at least one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
1. There is a prime number p iN  and p = 1 (rood k). 
2. N~ 0 (mod k2). 
THEOREM 3.5 (Lehmer). N is k-ex => T(N, k). 
THEOREM 3.6 (McCarthy (1957)). T(N, p) (p an odd prime)c> N is p- 
ex. 
THEOREM 3.7 (McCarthy (1957), Holzer (1965)). I l k  divides N or 2N 
and N/k or 2N/k have the same prime divisors as N, then T(N, k) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.7.1. I f  N=2 n (n>l )  then T(N,k)cc .k=2 s (l~<s~< 
n-l) .  
THEOREM 3.8 (Erd6s). T(N, 2p) (p > 2 prime) ~ 2p [ (0(N). 
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THEOREM 3.9 (Holzer). k=p"  (n> 1, p prime) and N=a.p  "+~, 
(a, p) = 1, then T(N, k). 
The next two theorems are not easy to prove; one has .to do much tedious 
computation. Proofs and some more theorems of that kind can be found in 
two papers of Mfiller (1963/1964). 
THEOREM 3.10. I f  N= Pl "P2 is the product of two distinct odd prime 
numbers, then if N is not k-ex T(N, k) holds if and on ly / fN - -1  (rood k) 
and k [ ~0(N). 
THEOREM 3.11. I f  k ~ 4, k --/: p", k ~ 2p" (p an odd prime number and 
n >~ 1) and 
2- -  2__  p l=pz= 1 (mod k), Pl +P2 = 0 (mod k), P l ,P2~ +1 (mod k), 
where N = p~ " P2 "P3 "" Pm (m >~ 2), then T(N, k). 
DEFINITION 3.3. D(k, j , N) = ~(k, j, N) - ~(N)/k. 
From Theorem 3.1 we see 
k " 
The following equation is trivial but useful: 
k- I  
D(k,j,N)---O. 
j=o 
THEOREM 3.12 (Lehmer). ID(k,j, N)[ ~ ~dIN [p(d)] = 2 P(N), where P(N) 
is the number of different prime divisors of N. 
In some very special cases it is possible to compute D(k, j, N). Proofs of 
Theorems3.13-3.15 are given in Lehmer (1955,4-7) and Holzer (1965, 
Satz 9-11) (take care of E(k, j ,  N) = -k .  D(k,j, N)). 
THEOREM 3.13. 
D(3, 2, N) = D(3, 0, N), 
0(3, 1, N) = -2D(3, 0, N). 
I f  N is 3-ex we get D(3, 0, N) = 0; if N is not 3-ex then we get 
D(3, 0, N) = -r~-2(N) O(N), N = 0 (mod 3) 
= -~2(N) 0'(N), N ~ 0(mod 3). 
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THEOREM 3.14. 
D(4, 3, N) = D(4, 0, N), 
D(4, 1, N) = D(4, 2, N) = --D(4, 0, N). 
I f  N is 4-ex we get D(4, O, N) = O, if N is not 4-ex then we get 
The 
D(4, 0, N) = ¼~,(N) O(N), N - 1 (mod 2) 
= k2(N) O(N), N -= 2 (mod 4) 
= 0, N-= 0 (rood 4). 
functions 2(N), O(N) are defined as follows. If N=pT' . . .p~ k 
(product of prime factors), then A,(1)= 0(1)= 1 and N(2)= (--1) "1+'' .+n~, 
0(N)= 2 k (2(N) is called Liouville's function, O(N) is the number of 
squarefree divisors of N; see Apostol (1956, p. 37 and p. 44 Example 3)). 
THEOREM 3.15. l f  N is a squarefree integer and p = -1  (mod k)for  any 
prime divisor of N, then 
k -2  
D(k, O, N) = D(k, k -  1, N) - 2k a(N) .  O(N) 
and 
D(k, 1, N) = D(k, 2, N) . . . . .  D(k, k - 3, N) 
1 
= D(k, k -  2, N)= ----flu(N). O(N) 
4. COMPUTATION OF Drnin 
We continue our investigations from Part 1 and together with part 3 is 
possible to get results in all cases given by Theorem 2.2. 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
Cqm) (m) 
SP(m)=~o \q+ l m -~ -~-~-f,m 
a, "~ d . (q+- l )  - d . (q+l )  " 
SP(m) is thus just the number of totatives of m contained in Mg. In what 
follows we always assume g > q because if g ~ q Dmi n = 1 is a trivial con- 
clusion. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let m =p be an odd prime and q a primitive root 
modulo p. I f  p • g = qP-~ - 1 then 
and this is an equidistant code. 
Proof. Because there is only one orbit of Cq in Z* the code must be 
equidistant. Dmi , is then equal to the number of totatives of p contained in 
Mg, that is SP(p). 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. 
(i) p-= 1 (modq + 1)=~Dmin= (q -  1). P -  1 
q+l"  
(ii) p - - - l (modq+l )=~Dmi ,=(q-1) ,  p+I  
q+l"  
(iii) p=q+l~Dmi  n=q-1 .  
Remark. (a) If q = 2 Corollary 4.1.1 gives a complete description of all 
possible Dmin values. 
(b) Theorem 4.1 was first proved by Barrows (1966) in case q = 2 with 
the help of complicated methods, while Mandelbaum (1967) computed upper 
and lower Dmin bounds. The generalization to q > 2 was given by Clark and 
Liang (1974) and Boyarinov and Kabatyanskii (1975). 
THEOREM4.2. Let m=p be an odd prime, COq(p)=(p-1) /2  and 
p - -1  (mod 4). I fp  • g = qp-l _ l, then 
and this code is equidistant. 
Proof From Theorem 2.2(2b) we see that there is one C o orbit in Z*, 
hence the code is equidistant. There are two Cq orbits in Z* with ± 1 (modp) 
as representatives. Now Lemma 2.6 gives 
IC(1) n Mg] = I C(-1) c~ Mg[ 
= lSP(p)  and- - I  _ p -1  --2. 
~Oq(m) (p -  1)/2 
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Remark. (a) In Theorem4.2 the condition ~Oq(p)=(p-1) /2 and 
p -= -1  (rood 4) is equivalent o -q  primitive root modulo p but not q. 
(b) Theorem 4.2 has a corollary similiar to Corollary 4.1.1. 
THEOREM 4.3• Let m =p"  (n > 1), p an odd prime number and q a 
primitive root modulo p". I f  p ~ • g = ql _ 1, l = q~(p") = (p - 1) • p , -1 ,  then 
Dmi . = Min{p k. SP(m/pk) l k = O, 1 ..... n -- 1}. 
Proof First we mention that q is a primitive modulo pi (i = 1 ..... n - 1) 
too. All divisors of m (m excluded) can be written pk with k = 0, 1 ..... n - 1. 
To each divisor pk corresponds one orbit with representative pk. Now 
[ C(p k) ~ Mg] is the number of totatives of m/p k contained in Mg/p k and this 
is by definition SP(m/p k) = SP(pn-k). This has to be multiplied by 
l _ (p - -1 ) .pn-1  =pk 
mq(m/d) p , -k - l (p_  i) 
and the minimum to be taken about all o fp  k. SP(p"-k), k = 0, 1 ..... n -  1. 
I 
COROLLARY 4.3.1. 
(i) p=q+ l~Dmin=(q  - 1) ~0(p") 
q+l  
(ii) q+l  <paRd 
p= 1 (mod q + 1)~ Drni, = (q -  1 ) . - -  
o(p") 
q+l"  
This code is equidistant. 
(iii) q+l  <p and 
Proof. 
p =- -1  (mod q + 1)~Dmi  n -  
0(pn) __ 2p.--2 
q+l  
• (q -1 ) .  
SP(m/p k) is the number of totatives of m/p k contained in 
( m m ] 
Mg/P k= pk(q-+ 1)' q" pk(q + 1) " 
If p > q + 1 then j .  m/pk(q + 1) (0 ~<j < q + 1) will never be a totative of 
m/p k, 
(i) By computation of SP(m/p k) (see Definition 4.1). 
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(ii) T(m/p k, q + 1) holds for all k = 0 ..... n - 1, but that means 
SP(m/p k) = (q--  1). tP(P"-k) = (q -  1). (P - -  1 ) .pn -k -1  
q+l  q+l  
pk . SP(m/pk) = (q _ 1) . - -  
q+l "  
(iii) By direct computation of SP(m/pk). 
COROLLARY 4.3.2. 
where 
We assume q = 2 and 3 <~ p, then 
Drain =pn-Z .  P (P - -  1)--  r(p) 
3 
r(p) = 0, p 4:2 (mod 3) 
= 2, else. 
COROLLARY 4.3.3. 
where 
We assume q = 3, 4 < p, then 
Omin~_pn-2. P(P-- 1) - - r (p )  
2 
r(p) = O, p ~ 3 (mod 4) 
= 2, else. 
Remark. It is easy to see that for an explicit computation of Dmi n one 
has to know D(q + 1,j, p~-k) for all j=  1 ..... q -- 1. Besides that very special 
cases where T(p~-k ,q+ 1) holds this is difficult for small q (e.g., 
q = 2, 3, 4, 5) but seems impossible if q is a large integer (with the exception 
of special cases like Theorem 3.15). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let m =p"  (p odd and prime; n > 1) and c%(p n) = 
~p(pn)/2, p - -1  (mod 4). I fp  ~ • g = qt _ 1, l = ~0(p"), then 
Dmi n = Min{p k. SP(m/p g) ] k = 0, 1 ..... n - 1 }. 
Proof. This theorem is related to Theorem 4.3 as is Theorem 4.2 to 
Theorem 4.1. Nearly the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 will 
give a proof. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let m = 2p (p > 2 and prime), q a primitive root 
modulo m. I f2p .  g = qt_  1, I=  q~(2p) = ~o(p) =p - 1, then Dmi n = SP(2p). 
Proof. 2p has three divisors d (:/:2p): 1, 2, p. Again (see the proof of 
Theorem 4.1) we have to compute SP(m/d), that is, SP(2p), SP(p), SP(2). 
A simple computation shows SP(2)= 1 and SP(2p)<~ SP(p)~<p-  1. Now 
l l p -1  l 
- -  - -  1, - -  - -p - -  1, 
ogq(2p) c%(p) p -  1 COq(2) 
and the theorem is thus proved. 
EXAMPLE. M = 3 4 - -  1 = 80 = (2 • 5) • 8, q = 3, m = 2 • 5, g = 8. 3 is a 
primitive root modulo 5 and odd, so a primitive root modulo 10 too. Orbits 
(modulo M!): 
d=l  li 2 2 O 3 .8  2 O O 9 .8  O O 2 7 .8  
d=2 
d=5 
O 1 2 1 2 .8  
1 2 1 O 6.8  
2 1 O 1 8 .8  
1 O 1 2 4.8  
1 1 1 1 5 .8  
d]lO 
COROLLARY 4.5.1. 
(i) p= 1 (modq+ 1)~Dmi  n 
= (q-1) .  p -  1 ~(p) 
q+l  - (q - l ) .  q+l ;  
(ii) p - - -  1 (modq+ 1)=>Dmi  n 
= (q -- 1). p +___1_1  2; 
q+l  
(iii) p = q + 1 ~ Dmi  n = q - 2. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let m = 4p (p > 2, prime); p- -  1 (mod 4) and q =- 
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- l (mod4)  & a primitive root modulo p. I f  4p . g = q~ - l, 
l=  ~0(4p) = 2(p - 1), then 
Dmin = MintZSP(2p),p -- 1, SP(4p)}, q = 3 
= Min{ZSP(2p), SP(4p)}, q > 3. 
Proof. This proof goes the same (standard) way that all proofs in 
Section 4 go. A little care must be taken because q is a primitive root 
modulo 2, 4, p, 2p but not modulo 4p. We then get the following weights: 
2.1 .  SP(4p) = SP(4p), 
2 .  SP(Zp), 
2 .  SP(p) ,  
(p -  1). SP(4)= p -  1, q = 3 
= 2(p -  1), q > 3, 
2.  (p -  1 )SP(2)= 2(p -  1). 
Dmi n is obtained as the minimum taken about all this values. As in 
Theorem 4.5 we have the inequalities 
2SP(2p) <~ 2SP(p)  <<, 2(p - 1), 
from which the assumption follows. 
COROLLARY 4.6.1. Ifp=-- 1 (modq+ 1), then 
2(p-  1) ~0(4p) 
Dr . in=(q- -1 ) '  q+l  - (q -a ) . - - .  q+l  
Remark. (a) If we alternatively assume no restrictions on p and 
q -  1 (rood4) (see Theorem2.2(4a)) in Theorem 4.6, then q=3 is 
impossible and in case q > 3 the Dr.in-value is left untouched. 
(b) Note that under the assumptions made in Theorem4.6 it is 
impossible that p=q+ 1 and p - - - - l (modq+l )  is only possible if 
q-- 1 (mod 4). 
(c) If ogq(p) = p - 1/2 and p = -1  (rood 4) (see 2.2(4c)) we also can do 
the Dr.i, computation. This leaves untouched the Dr.in-value (only 
Corollary 4.6.1 may be extended to the case p = q + 1). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let m = 2p n (n > 1), p > 2 prime and q a primitive root 
modulo 2p". I f  2p". g=q~-  1, l=¢(2p" )=¢(p" )=pn- l (p  - 1), then 
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Dmi . = Min{Cs, k • SP(m/2spk)[ k = 0 ..... n; s = 0, 1 and s = 0 i f k  = n}, 
where cs, k = pk with the exception of  s = O, k = n when Co, . = q~(p"). 
Proof Look at the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.7.1. Let p >/ q + l; then 
(i) p=q+ l~Dmin=(q-1)pn-1 ;  
(ii) p>q+l ,p=- I  (modq+l )~Dmi  .=(q - l ) .  (a(2pn) 
q+l  
Proof (i) By computation of SP(m/2p k) and SP(m/pk). 
(ii) T(m/2Sp k, q + 1) holds except for s = 0, k= n. Then p". g is the 
only element of that orbit of Cq and has weight e(2p"). 
COROLLARY 4.7.2. Let q = 3 and p > 4, then 
Drain = P" - '  (p - 1) - r (p)  
2 
r(p) = 0, p --= 1 (mod 4) 
= 4, p = -1  (rood 4). 
Proof I f  p~_ 1 (mod4)  this stems from Corollary 4.7.1. From 
Theorem3.14 one has D(4 , j ,N) ( j=O,  1 ,2 ,3)  and N=m/2Sp k. Thus 
SP(m/2Sp k) is known and this gives with a little bit of computation the result 
in case p - -1  (rood 4). 
Remark. Dmi , computation in cases m=2p" ,  4p", 2" (n > t) which 
corresponds to Theorem 2.2(3a), (2b), (4), (3b) is now considered to be an 
easy exercise. The interested reader may fill this gap (nothing new is needed). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let m = p~ • Pz (Pl < P2), where Pl,  PE are odd prime 
numbers and m.g=qt -1 ,  l=(p~- l ,p : - l  } with q a primitive root 
modulo p~ and modulo P2. Then we have 
Dmj , ~< A = Min{e z • SP(m/pl) ,  c1" SP(m/p2), Co. SP(m)}, 
(pl  -- 1, pz -- 1} 1 
c i -- (i = 1, 2), c° = (p~ 1, Pz 1)" 
Pi - -  1 - - 
Proof  We have 
c%(Pl P2) = (c%(PO, ~Oq(P2)) 
(a(pl • PE) 
-= (p,  - 1, P2 -- 1} --= (P2 -- 1, Pl -- 1) 
643/46/3-4 
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and the only divisors d (4~m) of m are d = 1, p~, P2. If d =Pt (i = 1, 2) there 
is one orbit of Cq but if d = 1 there are ~o(p 1 p~)/oga(plp2) = (Pl - 1, P2 - 1) 
orbits of Cq. ci is nothing else but I/mq(pi ) ( i= 1,2) and 
Min{IC(x)nMel  l (x ,m)= 1} ~< 1/ (p l -  1, p2 -  1). SP(m). 
THEOREM 4.9. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.8 but with 
(P l - l ,  p2 -1)=2 and one o fp i  ~l(m°d4)  ( i=1 ,2)  (or equivalent 
-1  q~ Cq) we have 
Dmi n =/1. 
Proof Because of (p~ -- 1, P2 -- 1) = 2 there are two C(orbits C(x) with 
(x, Pl " P2) = 1 but -1  ~ Cq means that C(1), C(-1) are these orbits. From 
I C(1) ~ Mg I -- I C(-1) ~ Mg I (see Lemma 2.6) it follows that each orbit has 
weight ½SP(m). 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  q + 1 < P l  " P2 and else all assumptions 
Theorem 4.8 hold, then: 
(i) Pl = 1 (rood q + 1) orpz = 1 (mod q + 1) implies 
from 
c o .SP(m)=(q-1)  (P l - - I ,  p2 -1)  
q+l  
-- (q -  1). ~(Pl" P2) 
(p , -  1, p~-  1). (q + I)" 
(ii) I f  p 1 .p2=- - l  (modq+ l ) ,q+ ll~o(p 1. P2) and p l .p2  is not 
q + 1-ex, then 
Co. SP(m) = (q - 1) .  (p '  - 1, p~-  l )  
q+l  
= (q -  1). ~(pl. pO 
(p l -  1 ,pz -  1).  (q + 1)" 
(iii) Pl-----1 (rood q + 1) andpz-=-1  (mod q + 1) implies 
e o • SP(m)  = (q - 1) ,~°(Pl • P2) - 4 
(p ,  --  1, p~ - 1) .  (q + 1) 
and ~(p~-  1, p2-  1) = 2, then 
e o .SP(m)=(q-1)  (p ' - l 'p2 -1) -2  
q+l  
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Proof (i) From Theorem 3.3 we conclude that T(p 1 • P2, q ÷ 1) holds, 
but this gives 
SP(p~. P2)= (q -  1). ~o(p~. P2) 
q+l  
(ii) If Pl"P2 is not q+l -ex  we see from Theorem3.10 that 
T(P l  " P2, q ÷ 1) and this gives the same result as in (i). 
thus 
(iii) Theorem 3.15 gives 
D(q + 1, 1, P l"  P2) . . . . .  D(q + 1, q--  1, pl . pz) 
1 4 
q + 1 ~t(pa. pE) 0(pI"  P2) = q + 1 ' 
SP(pl" P2)= (q - 1). q~(Pl " P2) - 4 q+l  
COROLLARY 4.9.1. We assume q + 1 < p~ • P2 and else all assumptions 
as in Theorem 4.9, then: 
(i) P I -  1 (modq+ 1) andp2=- I  (modq+ 1), 
Dmi n :  (q--  1) (P l - -  1, P2--  1) (9(p,. P2) . 
q+l  =(q - - l ) .  2 (q+l )  ' 
(ii) P I - - - -1  (modq+l )  andp2-=- i  (modq+ 1) 
Drain= (q-- 1) (P t - -  1, P2-- 1 ) - -2  ~o(pl" p2)- -4  
q + 1 -- (q -  1). 2(q + 1) 
Remark. (a) Pl, P2 -= 1 (mod q + 1) is impossible if (Pl - 1,p2 - 1) -- 2 
(q> 1). 
(b) In Theorem 4.9 we may assume q is a primitive root modulo p~, 
(p~ - 1, (P2 - 1)/2) : 2 and mq(p2) = (P2 - 1)/2 (see Theorem 2.2(Ib).). If 
l=(p l - l ,  p2 -1 /2 )=( (p1-1) . (p2-1) ) /2  then we have the same 
Dmi,. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let m =p~'. p~2 (n~, n2 > 1; 2 < p~ < P2), wherePl,P2 
n2 are prime numbers. Further m.g=qt -1 ,  l= (¢(p~l), ¢(P2)), q is a 
primitive root modulo p7 ~ (i= 1,2), (P l -1 ,  p2 -1)=2 and one of 
Pi-- 1 (mod 4) (i-- 1, 2), then 
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Drain = Min{e 2 • SP(m/p~'  . p~-k) ,  e, . SP(m/p~'  s . p~) ,  
e~,z. SP(m/P~ ~-k~. p~ k2) k = 1 ..... n2 ; 
s = 1 ..... n 1 ; k 1 = 1 ..... n 1 ; k 2 = 1 ..... n2}, 
ca -  q~(p~2___~) . P'~'-~, e2 = ~o(pT'____~) ,,,2-k 
2 2 "~'2 , 
e - - !  1,2  2 " p~,-k,  . p~2-k2. 
Proof. A divisor d (4:m) of m has only one of the following forms: 
p~,,. p~2-k, p],l-~, p~2 and p~, -k , ,  p~-~.  
Next we have to compute SP(m/d)  and l/ogq(m/d). If d=p~' ,  p~2-k or 
d = p~,,-s, p~ this gives just e2. SP(m/pT ' .  pT=-k) or e, • SP(m/p7 ' -~ .  pT2) 
(taking into account (p~-  1, p2--  1) = (~0(pT'),~0(p~=))  2). If d= 
pT, -k , ,  p~2-k2 one has two orbits C(1), C ( -  1) of Cq and each orbit has 
weight 1/2 SP(m/d)  and 
l 
wo(m/d)  = p ,~-k ,  . p~2-k2 
and this gives el,  2. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.10.1. I f  p I > q + 1, then 
(i) P l -  1 (modq+ 1) andp2==_- I  (modq+ 1) 
Drain ~ (q - -  1). (~(p~l. p~2)__ 2~(p~1). p~2-2 
2(q + 1) 
(ii) p~ = -1  (mod q + 1), P2 ~ 1 (mod q + 1) or  p~ - -1  (rood q + 1), 
P2- - l (modq+l )  
Drain = (q - 1).  tp(p~" • p~2) __ 2~0(p~2). p],~-2 
2(q + 1) 
COROLLARY 4.10.2. Pl =q+ 1 andp2 = - 1 (modq + 1), then 
Omi n = (q--  1). g~(P~" p~2) 
2(q + 1) 
Remark .  If one assumes that ( lb) in Theorem 2.2 holds, then Drain 
remains unchanged. 
We next derive upper bounds for Dmi n. 
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THEOREM 4.1 1. Let m • g = ql _ 1 ( /> 1). The sum W(m/d)  of  weights 
taken over all 2 E ( ~) with (x, m) = d is equal to 
W(m/d)  =/ .  SP(m/d).  
Summing up over al/ d i m gives 
S W = ,__,r W(m/d) =/ .  I Mg[. 
dim 
Proof. SP(m/d)  •//coq(m/d ) is just the sum of the weights taken over the 
o(m/d)/coq(m/d) orbits which correspond to d im.  Each orbit has coq(m/d) 
elements that is W(m/d)= Se(m/d)  . I/coq(m/d) . coq(m/d)= / . Se(m/d) .  It 
follows 
S W= \._~ W(m/d)= l .  ~ SP(m/d)  
dim dim 
and by Definition 4.1, Theorem 3.1 all is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.11.1. 
(i) Dmin ~ l . IMgt . 
m-- l '  
(ii) Dmi" 4/ .  q -  1 m + 1 
q+l  m- l "  
Proof (i) l .  IMgl is the sum of all weights taken over the m-1  
different elements in (g). But Dmi n cannot be greater than the average weight 
/ .  IM Vm- 1. 
(ii) Since 
q -1  IM~l ~-~--~-~-. (m+ 1) 
this follows from (i). 
Remark. For Theorem 4.11 see Boyarinov and Kabatyanski i  (1975). 
THEOREM 4.12. Let m • g = qt _ 1 (l > 1). I fq  + 1 < m and the totatives 
of  m are q + 1 -- u.d., then 
W(m) = I . q - 1 . ~o(m) 
q+l  
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and 
Dmi n ~ l .  q - 1 
q+l"  
THEOREM 4.13. Let m • g = 2 l -  1 and m = ~=1 P7 ~ (prime number 
decomposition). I f  3 < m, then 
(i) Pi -= -1  (mod 3) for  all i = 1 ..... h implies 
W(m) = ~o(m) - ( -1 )  En'. 2 h " l 
3 
(ii) 3 [[m, then 
W(m) = q~(m) - ( -1 )  ~n'. 2 h " l. 
3 
Proof Conditions (i), (ii) mean that m is not q+ 1-ex .  Apply 
Theorem 3.13 to compute D(3, 1, m) and hence SP(m). 
THEOREM 4.14. Assumptions as in the foregoing theorem but with q = 3. 
(i) 4 [ m or one P i= 1 (mod4)  (1 <~ i <~ h), then 
W(m) = l .  q~(m) 
2 
(ii) Else if  no condition under (i) is fulfilled we have: 
, m ~- 1 (mod 2) 
m --- 2 (mod 4) 
W(m)-  ~o(m)- ( -1 )  ~n;. 2 h+l 
4 
_ ~0(m) -  ( - -1)  ~m.  2 h 
4 
Proof See Theorem 3.14. 
Remark. Theorem4.13 was first proved by Chien et al. (1971) by a 
method that is different from ours. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Section 4 shows that it is possible in some special situations to get Dm~ n
exactly. It should be noted that it is possible to get the complete weight 
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distr ibution (weight numerator)  but we skipped this to hold the paper within 
a certain size. Besides that "systematic"  treatment in Section 4, there are 
many of "sporadic"  cases (especially in the b inary case q = 2), where one 
can get the exact Dmin-value (e.g., m = (q - -  1) • p" and q a primitive root 
modulo p') .  I f  the assumptions about the order of q modulo m are dropped 
only upper bounds were found (see Theorems 4.11, 4.12). 
Part II of this paper will deal with this more cumbersome case. 
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